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Hell has broken loose in the kingdom of Midland. On the death of Midland's king comes invasion,

demonic forces seem to be on the rise, underground pagan cults are running wild, and the church is

busily rounding up and teaching heretics the errors of their ways. While, Guts is busy testing out his

newly repaired sword on the invaders, his former captain and lover, Casca, her mind wrecked by

her unholy tryst with the demon lord, has fallen in with a rough crowd who don't exactly wish her

well. But she, like Guts, is marked with the Brand of Sacrifice, and her abusers may soon find

themselves face-to-face with the unholy abominations that are inexorably drawn to the Brand!
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Berserk is the best Manga to have ever existed. To skip over such a beautiful Volume is a travesty.

If you've read Berserk up to this point then you should definitely continue to enjoy it as you read

this.Just because this volume doesn't have as much big series events as others doesn't make it a

bad volume in any way possible. Other people are saying that they want some closure to the series

and want it to come to a climax and that's why they don't like certain volumes which contain side

stories or further develop characters besides Guts or the main characters. I personally like Berserk

so much I don't want it to end and in no way mind if it keeps getting longer.

Tight!



My Fav. Manga of All time.. that's All i need to say..Thank you Kentaro miura for making this epic

manga..I bought all the volumes from 1 to 36 and can't wait for volume 37 to come out..

A requested Christmas gift! Great series!

I like this series a lot, but it is starting to take to long to get to any climax in the books. The story line

is interesting, but as most books do, it portrays the main female as helpless and completely

dependent. At first she was amazing, independant and strong (also a b-otch) but now, as usuall, she

is no longer. I find that aspect frustrating. There are a lot of monsters, esexual oddities, and magic

through out the series. But the books can drag at times. maybe I am just inpatient. Still fun to read.

The "Vatican" begins to show its inquisition is unveiled, Muira lets the reader introduces the

aftermath of the plague and refugee crisis as a inquisition that is far more extreme and a serving a

deity far more cruel than even the believers really knew. The reintroduction of Casca to the story

line is fairly interesting. The only real complaint is that this volume is a little heavy on the exposition.

This volume has a little bit of everything. We get to meet the Inquisitor and his posse of torture

experts. This group provides us with some ruthless potential enemies for Guts in the future and

while that comes we get a look at what these people do in the name of god. There is of course a

clear parallel to the inquisition. The graphic violence is actually kicked up a notch from previous

volumes, if that is even possible, but the reason why I am saying this is because of the suffering

accosiated with some of these.On another side, we have Casca coming back to the center of the

story as well as the introduction of some new characters. A group of prostitutes that may get

involved in some dangerous situations, a kid who runs into Guts and is awestruck by his prowess,

and some truly crazy explicit scenes.Regarding the story line, we get some answers about previous

key events, but we also get a new prophecy that has the power to even scare Guts a little. All in all,

this is one great volume and if the quality remains at this level it will be hard to stop, or even take a

break, from reading these.
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